Roots of the three transcendental equations j¡ ( 
where /, and y¡ denote spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind, are presented. In [2] these roots are analyzed as functions of the continuous real param-eter a, where 0 < a < 1. The roots of (1) and (2) determine the eigenfrequencies of the transverse electric and the transverse magnetic normal modes of an ideal cavity resonator bounded by two concentric spheres (r = aR and r = R). While the normal modes constitute a complete set of eigenvectors for the expansion of an electromagnetic field in the isolated cavity, they no longer are a complete set of basis vectors if the cavity is coupled to a source of electromagnetic energy. In order to obtain such a complete set, it is necessary to add irrotational electric and magnetic multipole fields to the solenoidal fields of the normal modes. The characteristic frequencies of the irrotational electric multipole fields are also determined by Eq.
(1). The characteristic frequencies of the irrotational magnetic multipole fields, however, are determined by the roots of the transcendental equation (2), and (3), namely X/n, r)ln, and Pin, axe labelled by the index 77 = 1, 2, ... such that X/n+1 > \ln, r)jn+x > r//n, and Pin+X > Pln ■ For / = 0, Eqs. ( 1 ) and (2) have no nontrivial solutions when 0 < o¡ < 1. This is obvious, since for / = 0 they can both be reduced to the form tan(aX) = tan X. For particular values of the parameter a certain roots of the equations (1), (2), and (3) coincide. The following types of root degeneracies are considered The graphs, Figures 1 through 4 , which show the dependence of various roots X/n, r)ln, and /i,n on the parameter a, exhibit as intersections of curves some of the root degeneracies (4) and (5).
Write Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) as
«;
If P/" or qln represent any one of the roots X/n, r¡ln, and pln, and if ^ or »2/ represent any one of the functions F¡, G¡, and K¡, then the algorithm used to compute degenerate roots can be stated as follows:
Step 1. Input values for /, 77, /', 77', a, Aa, Pln,q¡'"', Ap/n, Aq¡'"', e, dd, t, where Pin' lin anc* a are approximations for the desired degenerate root and the associated value of the parameter. The approximations can readily be obtained from the graphs or the root tables. e error tolerance for \pln -q^n<\ dd coefficient used to decrease Aa t determines the sign of Aa. Initially t = 1.
Step 2. With the current value of a compute new values of pln and q^n' such that P,(cx,pln) = 0 and ß/(«, «,'"■) = 0.
Step 3. Test the new roots. If \pln -q¡'"'\ < e, we have our desired degenerate root and associated value a.
Step 4. Otherwise, if ipln -q¡'nAt < 0, then -t -► / and ddAa -► Aa.
Step 5. a + rAa -* a. Return to Step 2.
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